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Decolonizing Pedagogy: History as a Reckoning with the Past

“Where are our heroes and ancestors?” asked Chumani Maxwele, a young student at the University of Cape Town, before throwing a bucket of human excrement on the bronze statue of the British colonialist Cecil John Rhodes that held a pride of place on the campus. The date was 9 March 2015. This was the same Rhodes who established the colony of Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe and Zambia. The same Rhodes after whom the prestigious scholarship is named that allows about 100 select students from erstwhile British colonies to study at Oxford University every year. At the University of Cape Town, after a vote by the UCT Council on 9 April 2015, the statue of Rhodes was removed. The ripples of Maxwele’s act echoed both in South Africa and globally. In January of 2016, students at Oxford demanded that Rhodes’s statue at Oriel College be taken down, which erupted in furious controversy as donors threatened to withdraw over 100 million pounds in gifts and bequests. At Cambridge in 2017, a young student, Lola Olufemi, wrote an open letter to the faculty asking for the inclusion of more authors from the Global South in the curriculum. Again, the storm of criticism was immediate and Olufemi was the target of vicious misogynoir. A particularly incendiary headline in the Telegraph stated, “Student forces Cambridge to drop white authors.”

These protests revived discussion on and critical engagement with a question that is fundamental to the issue of decolonizing our pedagogy. Students were asking for better representation of diverse voices, hoped for more historical contextualization of the “great texts” assigned in their curriculum, and were demanding thoughtful engagement with class, caste, race, gender and sexuality in pedagogy and in the curriculum. None of these demands was irrational or unjustified. Yet, the reactionary responses to these calls by students for sensitivity and intellectual critique of historical processes and narratives, show how much history, memory, and myth-making are in contest with one another in the global public sphere and in academia.

In the United States, the issue of decolonizing pedagogy is intimately tied to settler colonialism. But within that paradigm, the history of slavery and that of indigeneity are also entwined. Ideas of enslavement have mapped on to that of race, and the deeply confrontational relationship between the past and the present is overlaid by political myth-making and reshaping of historical narratives to reflect a distorted monolithic patriotism. These entanglements are often erased and lack acknowledgement. In the public milieu, they have increasingly engendered intellectual and social discomfort and often,

---

1 My ideas on decolonizing pedagogy have evolved over time, and I owe my sincere thanks to Sugata Bose, Alexandra Mountain and Kacie Lucchini-Butcher for the many discussions I have had with them. I participated in a History Department Colloquium in November 2019 at UW-Madison with my colleagues Ainehi Edoro, Finn Enke and Brenda Plummer, on the subject, and I owe them my gratitude for all that I learnt from them that day. I also wish to thank Diane Labrosse, Andrew Szarejko, H-Diplo and my fellow panelists, for facilitating this timely conversation and for inviting me to be a part of this roundtable.


intense rage. Nowhere has this violent encounter between history and political mythos been more clearly delineated than the polarizing political controversy surrounding the New York Times’s “1619” project that, “aims to reframe the country’s history by placing the consequences of slavery and the contributions of black Americans at the very center of [the United States’] national narrative.”\(^6\) Decolonizing pedagogy is urgently necessary in these circumstances.

Therefore, in this particular moment that we are living through, we understand, as I and the other members of this roundtable do, that the act of teaching History cannot be divorced from the political contexts of the present. \(^7\) It is from this perspective that we realize that the demands for decolonizing pedagogy, of decolonizing the curriculum, though seemingly unrelated to the issue of bringing down statues, are actually all intricately entangled. The issue at hand is really not about the statues, or solely about the statues. The statues, in some ways, are a metaphor for the westernized, Eurocentric, racially biased, heteronormative, economically exclusionist and hierarchical nature of higher education. The alienation felt by faculty and students of color, those identifying as LGBTQ, or those belonging to indigenous or minority groups, while they must constantly negotiate these hierarchical structures, is intellectually exhausting. Decolonizing pedagogy is, then, fundamentally an act of reckoning with the past, of questioning the structural nature of inequities, and of engaging intellectually and critically with the contexts of power relations through which knowledge is both generated and disseminated. As teachers, our engagement with young students begins with a reflection—who writes history? What are the perspectives that shape our understanding of our past? As the musical Hamilton poignantly expressed, "Who lives, who dies, who tells your story?"

These are recognizable themes that emerge in the thoughtful, liberal, and introspective pieces written by my fellow panelists. Ikuko Asaka movingly guides us through the texts and critical practices through which she carefully helps her students recognize that the history of the United States is also a history of “continental and overseas conquest, indigenous dispossession, exploitation of human and natural resources.” Asaka rightly points out that the lack of explicit naming of the United States as “an imperial power and colonizer of other territories and peoples” obscures reality and creates the false notion that “violent territorial conquest” was simply an act of war between two equal parties fighting each other.

Christine DeLucia ‘grapples’ with similar issues of centering “the ways in which settler colonialism is remembered, mythologized, and mobilized” in the classes she offers on American history and Native American and Indigenous Studies (NAIS). For DeLucia, the students’ perspective that “‘colonial’ signifies a past state, referencing a strictly bygone time typically equated with the era preceding the American Revolution” is connected to the common disavowal of the fact that the United States’ has its own history of colonialism and neo-imperialism. DeLucia’s pedagogical methodology stresses the structural violence of colonialism—she makes an extremely important point that there is a tendency to view colonizers as modern while those who are colonized and enslaved are often seen as “vanished.” She quotes Philip Deloria on colonized indigenous and enslaved peoples who, “dropped out of history itself.” The phenomenon is widely recognized in postcolonial historiographies of the Global South. Dipesh Chakrabarty refers to this forcible erasure as being consigned to “an imaginary waiting room of History.”\(^8\) DeLucia further emphasizes the need for teaching comparative and intersectional histories of colonialism and decolonization, centered on submerged voices, imaginaries and geographies, of incorporating messy and textured entanglements instead of black and white binaries.

---


Jennifer Sessions meditates in her essay on the “urgent questions about why we teach the history of colonialism and the ethical implications of doing so.” Drawing together threads of the comparative aspects of colonialism through a study of postcolonial literatures while carefully delineating the nuanced differences in the experiences of colonialism allows Sessions to “vividly demonstrate how … empire and colonization had shaped lives and cultures across large swathes of the globe.” A focus on culture, while encouraging scholarly attention towards political economy and the transformative influences of capitalism enables Sessions to help “students understand how their own world is shaped by the historical processes [they] are studying.” Sessions centers an understanding of “uses and abuses of colonial and imperial history,” through a critical approach towards imperial nostalgia, to help “students situate local ‘memory wars’ in a broader, global context.”

Kelly Duke Bryant, like our other panelists, views colonialism as a global project and therefore as a global historical process, which is best studied and taught on a comparative basis, longue durée. Duke Bryant, like Asaka, Sessions and DeLucia, emphasizes the need to help students encounter colonialism through “multiple perspectives,” which “requires critical engagement with work on local experiences of and responses to colonialism in the territories that came under colonial control.” Duke Bryant is similarly committed to incorporating multiple voices, both colonizers and colonized, subaltern and elite, in the case studies her students engage with, while emphasizing discussions on and critique of themes that include “global inequity, economic development, racism and xenophobia, military intervention in former colonies, immigration and migration patterns, or control over cultural heritage.” Duke Bryant’s reflection on the importance of decolonizing our pedagogy is a strong commitment to meaningful intellectual change—“we might just challenge students’ conventional understandings of the past, their perspective on the present, and their vision of the future.”

I want to very briefly reflect on my own pedagogy and my practices of decolonization. As a historian of South Asia, I recognize that there is an intense pedagogical and creative tension in the way I teach history. Modern South Asia simultaneously embodies both the colonial past and the postcolonial present. This is a ghostly haunting, or a superimposition of a particular kind of nostalgia for the past grafted on to the complex and layered reality of decolonized nation states engaged in negative political identity formation. Essentially, this leads to myth-making that pits India against Pakistan, Bangladesh against both India and Pakistan, Hindu against Muslim, and a thousand other permutations and combinations thereof. The present and the past thus intertwined make for a rich soil that engenders nationalist myth-making, religious intolerance and communal violence, and above all, erasures of historical narratives and a preponderance of memory wars. Decolonizing my pedagogy has meant, like my colleagues, finding an ethical balance between history and memory, while reintegrating lost and erased voices within the syllabus and in the classroom.

If I have to teach Macaulay’s infamous “Minute on Education” of 1835,9 I also have to incorporate a section on Rammohan Roy’s thoughts on education of Indians.10 I add a third section on the forgotten philosopher and teacher Hati Bidyalankar, who, in spite of her status as a woman and a widow, broke taboos and taught Hindu shastras to male students.11 Similarly, when my students read about the Indian nationalist leader Mahatma Gandhi’s pioneering practice of non-violent civil resistance, I pair that reading with original archival sources on the lives and deeds of India’s women activists. And I also have to alert them that just as Rhodes’s statue was taken down at the University of Cape Town, a furious controversy erupted at


the University of Ghana regarding Gandhi’s opinions of Africans while he was in South Africa, that led to the removal of his statue as well.13

Students sometimes take it for granted that a modern history of the Indian subcontinent is one that is normatively populated by high caste, middle-class Hindu men who were educated through western pedagogies. They are encouraged to balance this perception with their reading of Ayesha Jalal’s magisterial study of Muslim intellectual thought and politics in India.14 Students reading about caste are asked to reflect on the correspondence between the founder of the NAACP and civil rights activist W.E. B. DuBois and B.R. Ambedkar, the Indian political activist and jurist. Ambedkar, as the Chairman of India’s Constituent Assembly, staunchly enshrined affirmative action and civil rights for the Dalits and ‘untouchables’ in India’s Constitution.15 When we learn about nationalism and the imagined community, my students read the Dalit poet Omprakash Valmiki’s searing poem, “The landlord’s well.”16 My students learn to juxtapose the histories of trade, slavery and intellectual and cultural exchange in the Indian Ocean arena, which created intricate layers of power differentials between the eastern African coast and the South Asian subcontinent. The study of wider cultural and political ties between South Asia and the Gulf countries which were protectorates of the British empire, was pioneered by Sugata Bose and expanded our understanding of what decolonization might mean in those contexts.17

When I teach the students about South Asian involvement in the two great wars, I center the experiences of the millions of Indian soldiers who fought at the bloodiest theatres of war in Europe and in the Middle-East and died very far from home. Recent research drives home the point that Indian and African soldiers were, as the historian David Olusoga says,

---

16 Om Prakash Valmiki (1950-2013), “Thakur Ka Kuan”, translation by Archit Guha:
The well belongs to the landlord
The water belongs to the landlord
The crops and the fields belong to the landlord
The lanes that run through these neighborhoods belong to the landlord
Then what is ours?
The village?
The city?
The nation?
“expendable, and then easily forgettable.”18 The German philosopher Max Weber spoke for himself and his nation when he angrily accused Britain and France of unleashing "a refuse of Africans and Asiatic savages."19 My students are usually astonished to hear that Indian and African soldiers fought in both these World Wars. In any documentary or film that they have seen, or in most textbooks they have read, there is a complete erasure of soldiers of color, since popular media tends to portray and center the heroism of European and white American soldiers.20

Ranajit Guha, the founder-member of Subaltern Studies Collective once spoke of the “Small Voices of History.”21 As our discipline increasingly incorporates methodologies of trans-national and global historiographies, it is salutary to reflect on what we lose when we focus on a panoramic macro-historical sweep rather than concentrating on dispossessed individuals and communities.22 Our students must learn how to critically question what we gain and lose in the shifting of our analytical lens, when we privilege certain perspectives and voices and erase or repress others. Recovering erased and lost voices from the archive also creates safeguards against the historical sins of presentism, parochialism and prolepsis.23

What I am doing is what my colleagues on this roundtable have already articulated far more eloquently. We are opening up the many other ways of being in this world for our students, beyond what is familiar to them, beyond what they accept as the normative and exclusionary view. We are teaching them that history is made and remade constantly, by a shift of perspective, by a subtle tilt in the narrative.

Conclusion:

Let us ask the ‘So what?’ question. If we do not decolonize pedagogy, what happens? Voices from outside academia take over the task of creating history, ones that are reliant on mythmaking and inherited memories of difference, without nuance, complexity, compassion or intellectual integrity. The majoritarian and normative pseudo-historiographies thus produced become templates for promoting radicalized right-wing stereotypes and caricatures of the minorities, in South Asia and in the world. The possibilities of integration and accommodation of difference, and most importantly, a liberal spirit of enquiry is extinguished, leading to a narrowing of the processes of articulation of what Jacques Rancière has called “dissensus.”24 The Other becomes the enemy and the strange guest at the door. The angel of history is expelled, leading to a cataclysmic collapse of the public sphere, of intellectual discourse, or possibilities of dismantling power hierarchies and the

---


19 Quoted by Olusoga, Ibid.


24 Jacques Rancière and Steve Corcoran, Dissensus: on Politics and Aesthetics (London: Bloomsbury, 2016): 38. “The essence of politics is dissensus. Dissensus is not a confrontation between interests or opinions. It is the demonstration (manifestation) of a gap in the sensible itself. Political demonstration makes visible that which had no reason to be seen; it places one world in another ... the world where workers speak, and speak about the community, in that where their voices are mere cries expressing pain.”
dream of an equitable world. This is already familiar to historians—the debates around representation and diversity in the field of Medieval Studies is by now very well known.25

Mark Twain said, “The very ink with which history is written is merely fluid prejudice.”26 Our students need to learn and understand that marginalized voices are written out of the narratives of history, especially in the kind of pedagogy that they are familiar with in schools and sometimes even at the undergraduate and graduate level. A lot of binary divisions which they take for granted intellectually and emotionally are actually arbitrary and also excluding, by the very nature of academia and because of the ways in which academic spaces have traditionally functioned.

If we do not decolonize the syllabus and our pedagogy, we perpetuate the iniquities and traumas of civilizational hierarchies that are embedded within our social, cultural and political postcolonial heritage. In 1997, the Kashmiri poet Agha Shahid Ali presciently said in his poem “Farewell”:

In your absence you polished me into the Enemy.
Your history gets in the way of my memory.
I am everything you lost. You can’t forgive me.
I am everything you lost. Your perfect Enemy.27

What can we do, as educators who are ethically committed to decolonizing pedagogy? Exercise suspicion as an intellectual method—always ask who shapes the narratives we study and believe to be constitutive of the canon, who write the texts we cite and read in class, whose are the voices that are submerged, that leave no trace within the classroom and the university and the colonial archives. We should also exercise the mode of impartial empathy, of critical estrangement, and ask questions about why we feel connected to established majoritarian voices and points of views, and who we alienate and isolate when those intellectual and ideological alliances are treated as normative. We should lay out our reasoning while choosing texts for courses, and make sure that our students understand why they should read outside the canon, read marginalized voices, and learn to develop a critical examination of the self and of the world. Decolonizing our pedagogy is an education in empathy for our students.
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I am a historian of the nineteenth-century United States. I have taught at a liberal arts college and at flagship state universities. Except for one, none of the ten undergraduate courses I have taught have “colonialism” or “imperialism” in their titles. I introduce colonialism to my students as one kind of system through which relations of power take form and transform. I define it as a system whereby one people dominate over another and their territory not only through military conquest, political rule, and economic control, but also through the regulation of intimate relationships. Teaching colonialism in my classes thus entails an unraveling of the intricate ways in which bodies are categorized, spaces are demarcated, labor is exploited, land is appropriated, and people are governed. Because of my research interests, teaching colonialism also involves situating U.S. slavery—the familiar topic mostly understood as a distinct, self-contained institution—within the broader history of Western colonialism and as part of the multifaceted process that has shaped the nation in a fundamental way: settler colonialism.

Race, Gender, and Sexuality in U.S. Imperialism

As I mention above, I have taught a course that tackles colonialism and imperialism head-on. From the title of the course, Race, Gender, and Sexuality in U.S. Imperialism, students come to class knowing that the course’s premise is that the United States was and is an empire. But that is as far as it goes. On the first day of class, they usually exhibit little understanding of what it means for the United States to be an empire. When I taught this class for the first time I ended up doing a lot more lectures than I had initially planned despite its advanced level. The need for extra lectures became keenly apparent when I asked the students at the start of the semester to give an example of the United States operating as an empire. More than one answered this question by citing American independence from British colonialism (“The U.S. was a British colony but left its colonial days behind when it became independent”). And those were one of the most politically conscious, racially diverse, and otherwise intellectually sophisticated groups of students I have ever taught. On the second day of class thus began my effort to demonstrate the colonial and imperial aspects of U.S. history. Alongside discussing readings by Ania Loomba and Robert Young on the definitions of “colonialism” and “imperialism,” I gave a lecture on European colonial settlements in what we now call the United States.28 The history of colonization by England, France, Spain, Sweden, and the Netherlands provided a good segue into understanding how the newly independent republic engaged in similar colonial ventures: indigenous land dispossession, extraction of natural resources, profiting off the stolen land through enslaved agricultural labor, and ideological justifications of such measures.29

Once we establish that the United States founded itself on the European-derived colonial roots, we explore the interconnections of the subjugation of others and the construction of racial categories and how the intertwined formations often took place in intimate domains—that is, domains of sex, bodies, reproduction, and domestic relations. I set the stage by assigning Ann Stoler’s “Tense and Tender Ties” and move chronologically through U.S. imperial and colonial projects that unfolded in intimate domains.30 Some of them are as follows: the centrality of sexual encounters in the negotiation,


contest, and reconfirmation of colonial rule in the western and southwestern borderlands; domesticity and its role in indigenous dispossession and family separation; regulation of racial mixing for white settler monopoly of resources; colonial public health in Hawaii and the Philippines; white women’s cultural consumption and political use of the colonized; woman’s suffrage as an imperial imperative; white and African-American women’s missionary work at home and abroad; control of women’s reproduction in Puerto Rico.

By the end of the semester students have a fairly good grasp of U.S. imperial and colonial projects carried out through intimate relations.

Global Gender and Sexuality

I teach colonialism in a more indirect fashion, too. For almost ten years I have taught a Women’s Studies course on global gender and sexuality under different titles at different institutions. The course introduces students to practices and traditions of gender and intimacy that existed before the emergence of the modern dichotomies of gender, sex, and sexuality and examines the processes by which Western gender and sexual binaries crossed borders and generated contests and negotiations in the reconfiguration of social relations in local spaces. At the center of this ‘reconfiguration’ is Western colonialism. For example, British colonial rule changed traditional gender systems in Igboland eroding women’s political


and economic power. Also, traditional homoerotic activity in South Asia came under assault during the British colonial period. A colonial penal code grounded in Christian sexual morals not only criminalized male-to-male sexual relations but remained in the law after India’s independence until it was repealed in 2018. Here students learn that the antigay policy of a non-Western society such as India or Trinidad and Tobago, which many of them assumed to have derived from its ‘backwardness,’ is in fact a legacy of the British colonial law. Those students who are globally minded and active in LGBTQ issues now see the impact of colonial regulation of intimacy on the very current problem they see in the news: anti-homosexuality laws and raids in non-Western countries. While students initially enroll in this class with no intention to study colonialism, they finish the course cognizant of its continued influence in present times.

History of Slavery in the United States

Last but not least, I teach colonialism in an African American Studies course on U.S. slavery. The history of slavery in the United States was deeply intertwined with the trajectories of European and American colonialism. I emphasize this point with lectures on the history of the African diaspora and Europeans’ use of African labor to promote their extractive colonial projects in the Atlantic islands and then the Americas. I also explain how slavery constituted an essential part of the U.S. settler colonial project, a project that removed indigenous people off their land and put Black enslaved labor to cultivate the land for economic as well as political benefit of the white settlers. And this dynamic was not limited to the South and had been in operation before the birth of the nation. By learning colonialism and slavery together, students are able to see that the ownership of Black people as property, an abominable institution of racism and exploitation in of itself, was also part of the system of domination that encompassed indigenous as well as Black people. Students in this class, most of whom are students of color, appreciate this larger settler colonial picture. As is the case with the course Global Gender and Sexuality, these students had no intention or expectation to study colonialism. But discussion of the settler colonial nature of U.S.


slavery, without exception, grips their attention and elicits a passionate conversation. Over the years I have realized that many students feel empowered to be able to pinpoint and name a system that deeply embedded racial inequalities in this country.

Calling It What It Is

In conclusion, I want to share three insights I have gained from my experience of teaching colonialism. First, I have been lucky with the audience in my endeavor to introduce colonialism. Almost all of my students are, to different degrees, aware that racial exploitation and subjugation constituted a big part of modern history. While it is true that these students are not necessarily informed or knowledgeable about colonialism, they are very receptive to learning about it because they welcome an explanation of marginalization and subjugation in the past and present. Second, it is very important for U.S. college students to know that colonialism is a global phenomenon that also involved their country. I emphasize this point because it reflects the ongoing effort among U.S. empire scholars including myself to justly acknowledge the United States as an empire forged and sustained through global connections. As the editors of the recently published Crossing Empires: Taking U.S. History into Transimperial Terrain rightly points out, that acknowledgement is not universally shared among U.S. historians. My goal in teaching U.S. colonial and imperial history is to promote the recognition that the United States engaged in continental and overseas conquest, indigenous dispossession, exploitation of human and natural resources and that modes of colonial and imperial rule flowed into and out of the United States, making it a significant actor alongside other more obviously imperial powers and their colonial ventures. Finally, moving forward, my next challenge is to incorporate colonialism in my U.S. survey course. I can imagine it would be a completely different game. The students in big history survey courses do not necessarily share the concerns of the students in, say, African American studies. Some of them, I am sure, are averse to the notion of the United States being an imperial power and colonizer of other territories and peoples. I see one obstacle against the effort to educate such students. It is the common obscuring of violent territorial conquest under the label of ‘war.’ From the Black Hawk War, to the U.S.-Mexican War, to the Spanish-American War, the imperialist nature of these aggressions is often concealed by the connotation of two equal parties fighting each other. The first step to effectively teach U.S. colonialism is to rectify this practice and call it what it is.

---

A striking image circulated through global media in June 2020 of Than Tsídéh, a member of Ohkay Owingeh Pueblo, dancing atop a pedestal that formerly held a statue of Juan de Oñate. In the late sixteenth century Oñate, a Spanish colonizer, attempted to violently subjugate Pueblo people who resisted conquistadors’ incursions. In retaliation for resistance at Acoma Pueblo, Oñate and his party perpetrated a massacre, enslaved many Acoma survivors, and cut off the right feet of Acoma men, thereby creating an enduring legacy of trauma among Indigenous communities in the Southwest. The statue honoring Oñate northwest of Santa Fe, New Mexico had attracted protests for years, including the deeply symbolic severing of its bronze foot by activists in the late 1990s. When county officials removed the Oñate statue this summer—ostensibly for its own protection—amid Black Lives Matter and other protests that have brought down statues of slave traders and Christopher Columbus, it signaled just how much of a change is underway about how settler colonialism and Indigenous resistances are conceptualized and contested.

These recent developments will be important additions to my undergraduate history courses when classes resume in the fall. All of my teaching in American history and Native American and Indigenous Studies (NAIS) grapples with colonialism, particularly settler colonialism, with its emphasis on Euro-colonial claiming of Indigenous lands and displacement of Indigenous people. I am also interested in the ways in which settler colonialism is remembered, mythologized, and mobilized. Below I describe strategies for helping students critically engage with pasts, presents, and futures of settler colonialism as well as decolonization. I am mindful that as a settler scholar, the choices I make in syllabus design, writing assignments, and class activities need to be especially attuned to how ‘History’ is produced and remade.

Students often arrive in North American history classes with preconceptions that ‘colonial’ signifies a past state, referencing a strictly bygone time typically equated with the era preceding the American Revolution. There tends to be a quaintness to these expectations, bolstered by regional signage that uses ‘colonial’ in a reductive manner stripped of all context and complexity—down the road from our campus is the Colonial Plaza shopping area and Colonial Village residential neighborhood, for instance. Many students’ perspectives have also been shaped by popular national narratives that disavow the United States’ own colonialist underpinnings or its growth as an empire. (International students, particularly from places that have undergone decolonization in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, frequently bring different perspectives.) Countering these assumptions, my courses spotlight the ongoing quality of settler colonialism in the United States and globally and the ways it continues to structure everyday lives and futures. As Patrick Wolfe defined it, “settler colonizers come to stay: invasion is a structure not an event.” Wolfe’s stress on how settler colonialism “destroys to replace”—pushing out Indigenous people to make space for colonizers who desire already-inhabited lands—is useful.

---


scaffolding for introducing students to the dispossessive logic of settler colonialism and its continuing influence. The framework that Wolfe lays out attains even more force when situated alongside critiques articulated by Indigenous intellectuals and amid growing bodies of historiography and pedagogy developed by NAIS scholars. Historian Nick Estes (Kul Wicasa), for example, draws on tribally specific ontologies and political philosophies to argue that "settler colonialism...calls for the annihilation of Indigenous peoples and their other-than-human kin." In asking students to reckon with colonialism, the overall shape of a syllabus is crucial. I want students to understand how comparatively late an arrival colonialism has been in the Americas, and to develop clear views of just how many millennia of dynamic Indigenous experiences occurred before Euro-colonial incursions into the hemisphere. This approach pushes back against still-prevalent Western scholarly claims that Euro-colonial peoples have been the agents of history, setting in motion transformations in otherwise static Indigenous contexts. I have experimented with historical periodization of my courses so that they commence not in 1492, or 1607, or 1620, or any other milestone defined by Europeans' attempted conquests but instead in 'deep time' or 'time out of mind.' Using distinct Indigenous oral traditions that speak to longstanding grounding in and responsibility for specific homelands, we spend substantial time reframing foundational expectations about chronologies and epistemologies. Together we interrogate commonplace yet problematic terms like 'prehistoric' (which is often used to signify pre-Euro-colonial pasts), and discuss approaches like ethnography, oral history, and archaeology as potential modes of inquiry into thousands of years of diverse Indigenous societies.

A necessary corollary to this sustained focus on early Indigenous histories is an emphasis on Indigenous modernities. Too many textbooks and popular histories still present narrative arcs that presume the eventual disappearance of Native people and nations, portraying their experiences after roughly the late nineteenth century as marginal or altogether absent, giving way to the predominance of colonial peoples and states. As Dakota historian Philip J. Deloria has characterized it, "according to most American narratives, Indian people, corralled on isolated and impoverished reservations, missed out on modernity—indeed almost dropped out of history itself." Deloria’s work counters this erasive or declensionist framing by retrieving other stories of Indigenous individuals’ and communities’ intentional, proactive shaping of modernity. It is especially important for me to introduce these concepts at Williams College, which is located in a region carrying entrenched New England colonial mythologies of supposed Indigenous ‘vanishing,’ as White Earth Ojibwe scholar and historian Jean O’Brien has detailed—the purported retreat of Indigenous people to ‘make way’ for settler colonial

---


presences. Challenging such teleologies is essential to all of my courses, where I offer students consistent ways to engage with the continuing presence, power, creativity, and agency of Native people into the twenty-first century.

It can be a difficult task in a single semester to simultaneously foreground the continuance of Indigenous people, nations, and histories while also reckoning with the displacements, traumas, and violence wrought by settler colonialism. I am always seeking materials that traverse these topics in sensitive ways and enable students to see Indigenous endurance and resilience as formed partly—though not exclusively—in relation to the upheavals of colonialism. One effective resource is the film *Às Nutayuneân: We Still Live Here.* The documentary’s primary focus is tracing the revitalization of the Wôpanâak language among present-day Wampanoag communities. En route the film gives a primer on the ripple effects of New England settler colonialism: epidemic diseases ravaged coastal Indigenous communities well before arrival of ‘Pilgrims’; the seventeenth-century military violence of the Pequot War and King Philip’s War destabilized regional power dynamics and decimated surviving Native communities; English attempts to expropriate land from tribal communities left Native people with rapidly diminishing sustenance resources. Colonial authorities removed Native children from their kinship networks, placing them into English homes as indentured servants where they were disconnected from language and culture, while Protestant missionaries coerced Native people into religious conversions. I embed this film within readings and classroom activities that enable students to confront granular as well as large-scale effects of New England settler colonialism in the Northeast, along with Wampanoag communities’ commitments to carrying forward culture, identity, and resilience amid the strictures of twenty-first century colonialism.

The film also equips my classes for encountering original print culture sources like *Mamusse wunneetupanatamwe Up-Biblum God* (1663), the first Bible printed in British North America. Our college library Special Collections contains a copy of this key text in the Massachusett language, which students can interact with knowing that it is far more than a rare book. While Puritan missionaries intended this book to acculturate Native people to English and Christian ways and beliefs, Native people are now activating it in the service of very different goals. This text is now being used as a vital linguistic resource to bring back Indigenous languages that had become dormant or ‘lost.’ Such complex trajectories assist students in understanding that the intentions of settler colonizers often played out very differently on the ground, where Indigenous people have recurrently exercised their own ambitions, goals, and plans for future thriving.

Given how central land is to any analysis of settler colonialism, I have developed a range of activities that help students move beyond generalized views that Native people either simplistically, straightforwardly ‘sold’ all their lands to colonizers, or were naïvely duped and extorted out of these lands. Instead, I aim to help students understand at much more fine-grained levels shifting forms of power, sovereignty, relationality, and decision-making that shaped these place-based interactions. To choose one example from my introductory courses, I bring in handouts of a transcription of a 1653 land document from “Nanotuck” in the mid-Kwinitekw (Connecticut) river valley region, which references a complex interaction between Native leaders in the extremely fertile valley, and Anglo-American colonizers in western Massachusetts who sought access to

---


11 *Às Nutayuneân: We Still Live Here*, prod. Anne Makepeace (Oley: Bullfrog Films, 2010).
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and ownership of these same lands. Parsing the document in small groups, then as a class, we note that the document manifests many Indigenous place-names that orient readers to an extensive Indigenous geography. It introduces multiple parties—including Chickwallop, a male Native leader, and Awonunsk, a female leader—who negotiated with John Pynchon, a politically and economically influential English colonizer based at Agawam (Springfield, Massachusetts), surfacing vital considerations of gendered authority. It reserves various rights for the Indigenous people to “plant their present corne fields [sic],” albeit for a limited time-frame, showing considerable Indigenous agency in laying out the terms of place-connections. It prescribes that Indigenous parties receive in exchange “One Hundred fathom of wampum [shell beads used in diplomacy and as instruments of exchange]...& ten Coates (besides some small gifts”), leading students to query how we know if Native parties actually received those items? The document uses an English legal template to ensure what English colonists understood as full title transfer of land ownership; and it attempts to prevent Indigenous people from pushing back against colonial presences. Moreover, the Native leaders place their pictorial marks on the document, displaying variable fluencies with English literacy and raising questions about what was (mis)understood in this cross-cultural interaction.

Working closely with documents like this challenges students to tease out a multiplicity of actors, voices, and perspectives from a space of intense cultural and political collision as well as relationship-building. It offers an occasion to reflect on archives as inflected by colonialist processes of remembering and legitimating specific regimes of power. The exercise has prompted students to look into locales like Williamstown, Massachusetts, where our campus is located, and other parts of the United States, to learn more about the underlying histories and contestations of land, indigeneity, and settler colonialism.

The Nanotuck document introduces Native leaders as “ye chiefe & proper owners of all the land” in the region, providing an entry point into reckoning with Indigenous sovereignties. A key facet of teaching settler colonialism involves what it has entailed to be an autonomous, self-determining Native nation or other type of polity, and how Euro-colonial actors (mis)perceived these formations. Many undergraduates are inclined to describe Native entities as ‘communities,’ ‘groups,’ ‘tribes,’ ‘cultures,’ or ‘societies.’ Few are initially conversant with the concept and practice of Native nationhood, or the protracted struggles of Indigenous nations to affirm political distinctiveness and governance in the face of Euro-colonial legal efforts to diminish or deny them. A major theme in my courses, then, involves study of evolving forms of Indigenous sovereignty. We take stock of how Indigenous diplomats traveled to colonial and imperial centers of power to advocate for their communities’ interests: Mohicans, Mohawks, Cherokees, Creeks, and many others. These political representatives even moved transatlantically to interact with European sovereigns as peers—or to strategically manipulate colonizers’ perceptions of them as subordinate subjects—and in doing so challenged colonial authorities’ attempts to circumvent their sovereign statuses.

Many undergraduates are familiar with the U.S. Constitution from their high school history or civics classes but have never previously considered how this founding document frames Indigenous politics. We close-read and contextualize Article I, Section 8, which states that “Congress shall have the power” to “regulate Commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes.” Certain U.S. leaders in the late eighteenth century understood “Indian tribes” as distinct polities, and the Constitution laid groundwork for relationships to be channeled through the U.S. federal
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Moving into the nineteenth century, we grapple with Marshall Trilogy of U.S. Supreme Court decisions: *Johnson v. M’Intosh* (1823), *Cherokee Nation v. Georgia* (1831), and *Worcester v. Georgia* (1832) all gave clearer shape to how Native nations and lands figured into relations with the U.S. states and federal government. These cases affirmed Native nations’ jurisdiction over their own lands and protected these lands from private sales to settlers, while also establishing a paternalistic guardian/ward dynamic of “domestic dependent nation” status. In the twentieth century we examine the resurgence of Indigenous nationalisms following U.S. policies of attempted “termination”; the emergence of Red Power activism that called upon the United States to uphold treaty obligations; and ways that Indigenous rights have been forcefully reasserted in the famous fish-in cases in the Pacific Northwest and returns of tribal whaling. We also trace how the U.S. federal recognition process—a colonialist system of ‘proving’ tribal status through a laborious bureaucratic process—has introduced painful dynamics into how tribal communities and nations navigate identities and political standing. This fall I will update my syllabi to include the pivotal *McGirt v. Oklahoma* U.S. Supreme Court decision of July 2020, which emphasizes the ongoing force of tribal sovereignties and jurisdictions. *McGirt* affirmed the continuance of reservation lands set aside for the Muscogee Creek Nation in 1866 and carries major implications for the upholding of treaties.

I approach all of these eras and themes with a strong eye toward comparative colonialism. My curriculum reckons with the different forms that colonialism assumed in geographically wide-ranging parts of North America as well as Atlantic and Pacific Worlds, shifting away from homogenizing views of colonialism as static across time and space. I encourage students to explore the extremely localized dynamics of how diverse Indigenous societies confronted, resisted, and reshaped Euro-colonial aspirations and extractive projects, as well as formed pan-Indigenous solidarities. Moreover, I press my classes to avoid too-neat binaries of ‘Indigenous’ and ‘settler’ that do not adequately account for the asymmetries experienced by enslaved and free African-Americans, Asian-Americans, and other groups excluded from the privileges of ‘whiteness.’ Settler colonialism developed in tandem with enslavement of people of African descent, and created uneven forms of power and access for people of color. At a time of urgent thinking and action inflected by Black Lives Matter, reckoning with these intersectional and sometimes oppositional histories is even more essential.
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While it is vital for my classes to reassess Western and Euro-colonial epistemologies, it is equally significant to foster learning about other means of conducting research, writing, and analysis. Early in my Native American Histories survey course I introduce “decolonizing methodologies”—the title of Māori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s influential book20—and how NAIS scholars have cultivated alternate theories and practices. We explore a range of approaches, each with its own literature and direction of engagement with settler colonial projects. Community-based participatory research centers community knowledge systems and goals; ‘braiding’ techniques weave together multiple ways of knowing; place-based research recovers and reactivates Indigenous geographies. We delve into the praxis of tribally run museums and cultural centers as well as non-tribal repositories and interpretive spaces; material culture studies methods that prioritize Indigenous makers and caretaking practices; collaborative and non-invasive archaeological projects; and restorative approaches to museum collections and repatriation. We also center Indigenous archives and uses of documentary/writerly technologies.21 Altogether, these decolonizing methodological forays enable students to move beyond colonialist knowledge practices and into other domains of ‘doing history.’

I will conclude with a few remarks about mobilizing campus resources as learning labs. Almost every higher education campus in North America contains original materials and iconography that can prompt conversations about settler colonialism, with a great deal of immediacy to students’ daily experiences. At Mount Holyoke College, my previous institution, I worked with students and Art Museum staff to learn more about the college affiliates who in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries exported colonialist Protestant missionizing to Hawai‘i and other global sites, where their actions precipitated enormous upheavals. The “Missionary Cabinet” at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum presently contains many material items that circulated back to New England as a result of these highly fraught histories. These items raise questions about ownership, meaning-making, repatriation, and the duties of care owed to items acquired or appropriated from global communities.22


22 I thank Aaron Miller, Kendra Weisbin, and Ellen Alvord, curators and educators at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, for facilitating these conversations and object studies in such sensitive and forward-looking ways. Offering context to the
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As mentioned, I presently teach at Williams College, situated in Mohican homelands of western Massachusetts. The college is just beginning to institutionally reckon with its entanglement in histories of colonialism and to take steps toward different forms of engagement with present-day Indigenous communities and nations, particularly the Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of Mohican Indians. There is a mural in a social space that depicts the college’s eighteenth-century benefactor, Ephraim Williams, Jr., drafting his will. Facing it is a mural that envisions Williams, the Mohawk leader Hendrick Theyanoguin, and British as well as Native allies on the eve of the Battle of Lake George (1755). I have gathered students in this space for discussion about where the Williams family attained its wealth and power—settler colonial land speculation, military service at forts, slaveholding—and what it means for this colonial bequest to be the college’s foundation and namesake. This setting also activates dialogues about how educational institutions visibly affirm certain histories while de-emphasizing or erasing others, and invites students to articulate what future decolonized pathways might entail.23

In Our History Is The Future, Nick Estes argues that “radical Indigenous historians and Indigenous knowledge-keepers aim to change the colonial present, and to imagine a decolonial future by reconnecting to Indigenous places and histories.”24 The work of education and social transformation is multi-faceted, taking placing in the streets, out on the land, in classrooms, and in many other locations. I hope my remarks offer some touchstones for taking on this project and collaborating with students to bring about alternate understandings.


24 Estes, Our History Is The Future, 18.
Colonialism, the process by which certain countries exploited, controlled, and sometimes settled territories beyond their borders (colonies), has played a crucially important role in world history and helped shape the world we live in today. As such, every undergraduate history curriculum should highlight the theme of colonialism, and ideally, specialists of many world regions should teach it. Although the term colonialism most commonly implies European expansion into peripheries in the Americas, Asia, and Africa from the fifteenth through twentieth centuries, it can also be used to describe efforts by Japan, the United States, and others to subordinate other countries. Indeed, I would suggest that colonialism is best understood in a global context, and perhaps within a longer time frame.

Learning about colonialism requires students to grapple with its many legacies, ranging from global economic inequities, to campaigns for indigenous rights, to where and how asylum-seekers make claims, to debates about rightful ownership of art objects and artifacts, and so on. In this current moment, when countries around the world are reckoning with their own histories of oppression and exploitation, and when people are issuing renewed calls for their societies—and universities—to fully decolonize, this education is even more crucial. Instructors can take many different approaches to teaching colonialism in history, but I maintain that four elements should always be included: instructors should provide a balance between detailed case studies and comparative study situated in a global framework; students should engage with primary sources produced by those who became subjects of colonial rule; classroom activities should incorporate various perspectives; and instruction should lead students to consider the relevance of colonialism to the world they live in today.

Parameters, Themes, and Case Studies

As they prepare to teach about colonialism, instructors must first establish parameters for their course or unit, determining the time period(s) and world regions to include and the main organizing principle. They might choose to view world history through the lens of colonialism and empire, perhaps following Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper, who use a series of case studies to show that “imperial power—and contests over and within it—have for thousands of years configured societies and states, inspired ambition and imagination, and opened up and closed down political possibilities.” Instructors could emphasize how imperial or colonial subjects experienced colonialism, perhaps arguing, after Timothy Parsons, that empires are “unsustainable because their subjects find them intolerable.” Instead of creating a course to support one of these positions, instructors might choose to adopt a chronological approach to the history of colonialism. A textbook coauthored by Trevor Getz and Heather Streets-Salter and a primary source reader by Bonnie Smith would support this approach particularly well. In one way or another, each of these texts emphasizes the central importance of colonialism and imperialism and their legacies in our contemporary world—its conflicts, migration patterns, inequities, and global interconnectedness.

---


72 Getz and Streets-Salter; Bonnie G. Smith, Modern Empires: A Reader (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018).
Alternatively, historians and other humanists or social scientists might prefer to teach the history of colonialism in the world region or time period most closely aligned with their research expertise. Though students might miss certain comparative elements, they would benefit from learning about specific regional and local experiences in a course on colonialism in Africa, South and Southeast Asia, or Latin America, for example. Courses on the “new imperialism” of the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century also work well. The more narrowly defined time frame allows for greater depth, but the expansive geographic reach invites comparison, especially if instructors include Japan and the United States as colonial powers alongside European imperial states. I have most often taught the course along these lines since, as an historian of colonial West Africa, this intellectual terrain is most comfortable and familiar.

Whether introducing colonialism as a unit in a survey or other general course, or teaching a semester-long course on the history of imperialism and colonialism, I begin by asking students to wrestle with central terms and concepts. Working independently or in groups, they develop definitions based on assigned readings and prior knowledge, and we then discuss each student’s or group’s ideas as a class until we agree upon a definition for each term. I also think it is useful to introduce students to some of the scholarly debates about the nature, causes, and impacts of imperialism. I often ask them to read excerpts from works by classic theorists like John Hobson, Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Schumpeter, and others. My students and I also examine later efforts to understand how colonialism functioned, engaging with works of key mid-twentieth century scholars like Ronald Robinson or Edward Said, alongside more recent scholarship. For critique of empire by theorists who experienced it as colonial subjects, I often assign Aimé Césaire or Frantz Fanon.

Even as we ask students to think in the abstract about what makes an empire, how colonialism operated, and how it shaped the world we live in, it is crucial, I think, to invite them to study several historical cases in some depth. This allows students to understand how colonialism worked in practice in specific times and places and to see how the reality diverged from the ideal and did so in different ways. I have often done this by pairing a topical theme with a specific colony or region: violence and economic exploitation in King Leopold’s Congo/Belgian Congo; family relationships, childrearing, and sex across the color line in the Dutch East Indies; or colonial education and cultural change in British India, for example. Both primary and secondary sources are readily available for each of these cases, and students find the histories compelling and—often—troubling.

The study of colonialism, of course, also benefits from comparative analysis, since this highlights similarities and differences within and between empires. Students should learn that British officials in Africa often adapted or even replicated policies that earlier generations of officials had developed in India, that French experiences in Algeria shaped their outlook and approach in West Africa, and that U.S. involvement in Hawaii, the Philippines, and elsewhere grew out of the experience of westward expansion in North America. Students should also come to realize that while imperial frameworks differed—sometimes substantially—in terms of administrative approach, mechanisms of control, envisioned roles for colonial subjects, and so on, they shared certain minimal characteristics: they were meant to benefit the home country or its settlers in the colony, they depended on a relationship of domination, and they provoked various kinds of resistance.

---

73 For a textbook containing excerpts from works by these and other classic theorists as well as excerpts of more recent scholarship on colonialism and imperialism, see Alice L. Conklin and Ian Christopher Fletcher, eds., European Imperialism, 1830-1930 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1999).
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Comparative analysis can be achieved by adding a second and possibly a third case study to illustrate chosen themes. One could, for example, build a thematic unit around colonial violence, spending a week or two on the brutality of Japanese rule in Korea, a week or two on violence in the rubber-production regime in Malaya, and a week or two on the genocide against Nama and Herero people in German Southwest Africa. Alternatively, instructors might wish to construct thematic units that span regions and empires, and to devote part or all of a course to such units. Themes might include labor and taxation, racism, gender, resistance, nationalism, and many more. Neocolonialism, legacies of colonialism, and debates about the use of the term “colonial” to describe contemporary geopolitics are all logical endpoints for the unit or semester, since they clearly demonstrate the relevance of the past to the present. Instructors could invite students to consider these broad topics by exploring and debating one or two of the following issues: global inequity, economic development, racism and xenophobia, military intervention in former colonies, immigration and migration patterns, or control over cultural heritage.

No matter how they choose to approach the history of colonialism, instructors should take care to ensure that students encounter the subject from multiple perspectives. This means reading scholarship by historians of empire, of course, but it also requires critical engagement with work on local experiences of and responses to colonialism in the territories that came under colonial control. Perhaps more importantly, it means reading primary sources by people who were victims of conquest and subjects of colonial rule, and—even though it can be very difficult to do—seeking out perspectives of ordinary people, not simply turning to the more readily available testimony of elites. Instructors should also include primary sources produced by metropolitan governments, colonial officials, missionaries, members of the metropolitan public, etc. Nancy Jacobs has produced a wonderful African history textbook which offers this multiplicity of perspectives, as does Smith’s documentary reader on empire, mentioned above.

Course activities and teaching techniques

In teaching about colonialism, I regularly turn to class discussion, posing open-ended questions for students to discuss in pairs, in small groups of four or five, in large groups, or as a class. This works well, but the topic of colonialism also lends itself to simulations, debates, role play, and “barometer” exercises (in which students arrange themselves in the classroom based on whether they strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with particular statements), and I try to use these impactful learning experiences whenever possible. Many of these learning activities could be reworked for online courses, by using breakout groups in synchronous class sessions; by creating asynchronous debates using voice memos, VoiceThread, or other similar apps; by creating online polls; or by creatively deploying the collaborative functionality of Google Docs. After reading primary sources by French Prime Minister Jules Ferry and secondary sources on the “new imperialism,” for example, students might simulate a debate in the French National Assembly between Ferry’s pro-expansion allies and his opponents. When learning about the civilizing mission, they might play the role of officials in the British Colonial Office or French Ministry of the Colonies tasked with instructing colonial governors on how to promote cultural “evolution” in their territories. And when discussing cultural or social changes catalyzed by colonial schools, hospitals and dispensaries,


churches, and other similar institutions, students could simulate a debate among townspeople in Senegal, India, Indonesia, or elsewhere about how they should respond to colonial encroachment. In the interest of promoting collaboration and peer teaching, instructors could assign a group project on which students would work for multiple weeks both during and outside of class. Student groups could create a podcast or video designed to teach younger students about imperialism, for example, or they could create a website or slideshow providing analysis of a set of primary sources related to colonialism.

It is incumbent on faculty, I firmly believe, to do all we can to make our course content relevant to students' lives and to help them better understand the world in which we live. One way to do this is to explicitly ask students to interrogate the ways in which colonialism and imperialism are still with us. In my courses, I have approached this goal in a variety of ways. I have created small group activities that invite students to consider whether recent news items referring to empire or imperialism use the terms appropriately, for example. I have also asked students to debate questions about neocolonialism and international development, the colonial origins of global health, and reparations for slavery or colonialism. And I have encouraged students to think through such issues in a more sustained way outside the classroom, either by keeping a journal within our university's learning management system, in which they regularly reflect on connections between our class and current events, or by writing an essay with the same goal.

Conclusion

In *Empire: A Very Short Introduction*, Stephen Howe emphasizes the centrality of empire to world history. "Indeed," he writes, "it could be said that all history is imperial—or colonial—history, if one takes a broad enough definition and goes far enough back." Howe's claim suggests that most history faculty have reason and opportunity to teach about colonialism—even if only briefly—should they choose to do so. I would argue that historians should teach our students about colonialism whenever possible. They should explore European colonial expansion, certainly, but they should also look at colonialism in other contexts as well—U.S. involvement overseas, China as a longstanding imperial power, the relationship between Japan's imperial goals and its entry into World War II, to name a few possibilities. Instructors should ensure that students leave their classrooms with an understanding of the centrality of colonialism to world history and the importance of its legacies in the contemporary world. In doing so, we might just challenge students' conventional understandings of the past, their perspective on the present, and their vision of the future.

---

79 Howe, 1.
The invitation to contribute to this roundtable was deceptively innocuous: ‘could you write 1,500-2,500 words about how best to teach on the topic of colonialism in History, especially for undergraduates?’ Of course, no problem. Colonialism and empire are central to all of my teaching, from introductions to European and world history to capstone seminars on French colonialism and French-Algerian relations. Since 2008, I have regularly offered an upper-division lecture course devoted to modern European imperialism.” I spend a lot of time thinking about teaching colonialism, especially to undergraduates. But actually writing those words, particularly in this historical moment, requires grappling with not just the practical aspects of the task, which are daunting enough, but also urgent questions about why we teach the history of colonialism and the ethical implications of doing so.

Given colonialism’s protean character and the many possible pedagogical approaches to it—as well as the fact that I am a cultural historian on the loose in the diplomatic china shop—it seems most useful to offer not normative prescriptions but rather some reflections on my own experience teaching colonial and imperial histories in hopes of generating productive discussion. So let me begin by laying my cards on the table: I come to the study of empire and thus to teaching colonialism in large part through reading novels. A chance high school elective on the “Literatures of the English-Speaking World”—back then, the National Endowment for the Humanities offered dozens of summer seminars for school teachers, and my favorite English teacher had taken one on "Contemporary Literature from Africa, the West Indies, and the Pacific" at Indiana University in 1991—led me to undergraduate courses on colonial and postcolonial literature. Those books, stories, and poems by Robert Louis Stevenson and Joseph Conrad, Aimé Césaire and Léopold Senghor, Doris Lessing and Nadine Gordimer, Chinua Achebe and Wole Soyinka, Muriam Bâ and Tsitsi Dangarembga, Salman Rushdie and Hanif Kureishi, Marguerite Duras and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, Mudrooro/Colin Johnson and J.M. Coetzee, Erna Brodber and Maryse Conde, among others, vividly demonstrated how experiences of empire and colonization had shaped lives and cultures across large swathes of the globe. Inherently violent and structured by coercive inequalities, the colonialism depicted in these texts also gave rise to complex, diverse societies that looked like the world I knew.

Postcolonial theory later provided a more nuanced vocabulary to describe what I was seeing, but these early lessons about the analytical power of culture and the constitutive legacies of empire underpin the history courses I teach now. Whether in specialized courses devoted to the topic or broader surveys in which it is one key theme, my teaching of colonialism departs from the interdependent principles that empire “has helped to define Europe (or the West) as its contrasting image, idea, personality, experience,” and that “it is the colonist who fabricated and continues to fabricate the colonized subject.” From there follow more specific historical questions about representation and identity, accommodation and resistance, and agency and voice that have been so central in colonial and postcolonial studies. While culture remains a primary focus, the renewal of scholarly attention to capitalism and political economy has pushed me to make more room in recent years for those themes. Teaching in the Midwest at a university built on multiply colonized Native American land and now at the University of Virginia, where the memory of slavery (if not yet settler colonialism) is so present, one of my central goals is to

80 NEH Digital Repository, Brochures: Summer Seminars for School Teachers (1990-91, 1993-95), https://neh.d spacedirect.org/handle/11215/4069. Comparing past and current summer seminar offerings makes vividly clear the terrible impact of the federal defunding of humanities research and education over the last thirty years. Between 1990 and 1995, NEH offered an average of sixty-four summer seminars of four to six weeks each, allowing almost a thousand K-12 teachers to participate annually. Drastic budget cuts to NEH and the National Endowment for the Arts in 1996 cut that number in half. Thirty-four summer seminars and institutes for school-teachers were offered in 1997, and the number has continued to decline since. Only twenty seminars and institutes, most only one or two weeks long, were scheduled for summer 2020, offering spaces for less than half the number of participants of three decades earlier. On the conservative campaign against NEH and NEA, see Cynthia Koch, “The Contest for American Culture: A Leadership Case Study on The NEA and NEH Funding Crisis,” Public Talk 2 (Fall 1998), https://www.upenn.edu/pnc/prtkoch.html.

help students understand how their own world is shaped by the historical processes we are studying.82 The recent escalation of popular protests against the racist legacies of empire and resurgence of reactionary movements that are defined by imperial nostalgia and white supremacy make this an even more pressing objective. As members of a discipline as bound up in the making of colonialism as anthropology and other social sciences, historians have an obligation to help students make sense of the uses and abuses of colonial and imperial history in these movements.83

The same geographical reach and contemporary salience that make it so imperative to teach the history of colonialism and empire, however, can also make it pedagogically intimidating. Like world history, teaching colonial history requires finding coherent, accessible ways “to navigate the vastness of time, place, and topic.”84 Its conceptual and analytical challenges are compounded by the logistical difficulties of tacking between global structures and local encounters, making sense of often-unfamiliar geographies and cultures, and working through emotionally and politically fraught histories of racialized exploitation and violence, both physical and symbolic. In predominantly white institutions (PWIs) in the United States, these discussions mean exploring the colonial origins of social identities, academic disciplines, and structural inequalities in which many students are personally, albeit differently invested.85 If “decolonization is unsettling,” as Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang insist in their critical essay on decolonial pedagogies, it is because it involves just intellectual engagement, but also acknowledging our own entanglement in persistent colonial structures.86

Approaching the history of colonialism from a European perspective is an advantage in this respect. In the U.S. context, focusing on European colonial empires offers students some critical and emotional distance from their own subjectivity. It creates space to think and talk about historical processes that were often shared across the Atlantic, but in a context that less directly implicates American students’ senses of self. The transatlantic resonances are clear enough to offer useful points of entry into the material, while also empowering students to identify useful comparisons for themselves and sidestepping perceptions that I, as the instructor, am imposing an “agenda.” More pragmatically, I, like colleagues elsewhere, have found that emphasizing empire helps to make Europe more relevant to students in U.S. colleges, a not-insignificant consideration at a time of increasing pressure on enrollments, and serves to forge links between European history and other fields.87 From


an ethical standpoint, fully integrating race, empire, and colonialism into undergraduate European history courses is one way to begin working to “decolonize the university” from within a PWI and to combat some of the intellectual and professional practices that have made ours one of the least diverse fields in the discipline.88

If these broad observations apply across generalist and specialized courses alike, designing a thematic course focused more specifically on colonialism brings the pragmatic pedagogical challenges of scale, variation, and unfamiliarity to the fore. To address these in my modern European imperialism course, I have adopted several key strategies. The first, which has been a feature since its inception, is organizing the course around a series of case studies. The second, inspired by my own experience as a student, is to center each case study on a fictional text that provides a vivid narrative portrait of a particular colonial society. The last, building on my research on colonial monuments, is to foreground questions of historical and collective memory.

The course as a whole departs from the collapse of the imperial “old regime” of mercantilism and plantation slavery in the wake of the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions and the revival of empire under the banner of liberalism in the early nineteenth century. This gives it a somewhat longer chronology than many surveys of modern European empire, which usually begin with the advent of the so-called New Imperialism in the late nineteenth century. But the earlier starting point reflects my interests in the critical post-revolutionary transition period that C.A. Bayly called the “imperial meridian.”89 From there, three-week units devoted to India, Australia, the Congo, and Algeria provide opportunities for in-depth examination of key forms of European colonial rule. The units overlap chronologically, but generally move forward from the 1830s to the 1960s, introducing new thematic and conceptual questions along the way: liberal imperialism, Orientalism, and racialized, gendered imperial identities; settler colonialism, colonial migration, and “white men’s countries”; New Imperialism, scientific racism, and colonial violence; and civilizing missions, subalternity and imperial citizenship, and decolonization. The final week explores the legacies of empire in contemporary Europe, particularly postcolonial immigration and imperial nostalgia.

This case-study structure is not without its drawbacks. In seeking to help students develop site-specific literacy, it leaves out far more than it encompasses. Despite introductory lectures and readings that situate each case study in broader global and transnational contexts, it risks reifying national and imperial boundaries. There are powerful texts and films, including some personal favorites, that just don’t fit the selected cases. But this approach has been largely successful in addressing two major difficulties I had encountered in other European history courses and in an earlier, thematic seminar on colonial culture. First, lack of exposure to the societies, cultures, and histories of the non-Western world led many students to fall back on often-racist stereotypes and generalizations about “Africa,” “Africans,” “Asia,” and so on, despite repeated exhortations to


avoid them.90 And second, the same lack of background meant that keeping track of unfamiliar names and places crowded out higher-level concepts and analysis in reading, writing, and discussions. In this alone, the tradeoffs have been worth it.

Spending more time on fewer places has intellectual advantages, too.91 It serves to disaggregate the monolith of ‘empire’ and to highlight the particularities of different forms and sites of colonial rule, a move that is especially important to me as a historian of settler colonialism. And it creates room to examine each colonial situation from multiple perspectives, from above and from below, from the imperial and the local, in theory and in practice. What is lost in spatial reach is made up for in the kind of complexity fostered by area studies-inspired approaches.

Three weeks is hardly enough for exhaustive study, but it does leave time to explore a range of primary sources and historical interpretations that contextualize a longer central text around which each unit is organized. In the unit on liberal imperialism in British India, for instance, the central text is George Orwell’s 1934 novel Burmese Days, inspired by the author’s years as an officer of the Indian Imperial Police in Lower Burma in the 1920s. To prepare to discuss and write about the novel, we read essays by Andrew Porter and Jennifer Pitts about nineteenth-century liberal conceptions of empire, selections from Edward Said’s Orientalism alongside Thomas Babington Macaulay’s infamous “Minute on Indian Education” and British and Indian writings on suttee, selections from a fin-de-siècle handbook for Anglo-Indian housewives, and an article about women’s consumption of Indian goods in Victorian Britain, and a children’s book designed to teach young Victorians about the empire along with excerpts from Mohandas Gandhi’s Hind Swaraj.92 These equip students to analyze the racial, class, and gender dynamics of Anglo-Indian society as portrayed by Orwell, to consider whether the novel is an Orientalist text, and to compare British and Indian perspectives on British colonialism in the subcontinent. The unit culminates in an essay in which students use these sources to weigh whether or not Burmese Days supports Said’s arguments about the ways that “the Orient” defined European identities.

The power of narrative to capture the impact of global processes on human lives and relationships guides my decision to center each unit of the course on a novel or film set in the colony under consideration. If Orwell is the guiding text for our study of British India, subsequent units are designed around the Australian writer Mudrooroo/Colin Johnson’s novel Doctor Wooreddy’s Prescription for Enduring the End of the World (1983),93 Joseph Conrad’s novella Heart of Darkness

90 If I ever teach that colonial culture course again, we will begin with Binyavanga Wainaina, “How to Write About Africa,” Granta 92 (2005), https://granta.com/how-to-write-about-africa/.


93 The identity of the author of Doctor Wooreddy is complex. Born Colin Johnson, the author changed his name to Mudrooroo Nyoongah in 1988 in recognition of what he saw as his Aboriginal heritage. He also published under the name Mudrooroo Narogin. He was of mixed-race background and was institutionalized, along with his sister, in one of the infamous residential schools to which Indigenous and mixed-race children were sent under Australia’s white supremacist child removal policies. As a writer and academic, Mudrooroo played an important role in the development of Aboriginal literature and studies in the 1980s. His Aboriginal identity was later challenged by the Nyoongah community, however, and the family in which he claimed kinship rejected his membership. The resulting scandal called the writer’s Aboriginality into question, and it remains in limbo after his death in 2019. See Lorna Little et al,
(1899), Rachid Bouchareb’s films Days of Glory (Indigènes) (2006) and Outside the Law (Hors la Loi) (2010), and Assia Djebar’s Children of the New World (1962). The concluding week on contemporary Europe is anchored by popular recent films about the experience of young people descended from colonial or postcolonial immigrants in France and Britain. Together, these fictions help students to visualize the colonial situations we are studying, while opening up important theoretical and methodological questions about the role of culture in history and the uses of literature and film as historical sources. Although hardly a cutting-edge pedagogical method, it remains a wonderfully effective and engaging one. One of my favorite moments every semester is watching students who hated reading Heart of Darkness in high school English classes dive into sustained vigorous debate over Chinua Achebe’s critique of Conrad’s language and the tactics of the Congo Reform Association.

The final organizing strategy draws more explicit connections between past and present by examining historical memories of empire in Europe and formerly colonized countries. While this has always been a course theme, I made it the central spine of the syllabus in the most recent iteration, framing each unit with discussion of current struggles over colonial pasts. The change was inspired by the conjuncture of the growing global protest movement against colonialist symbols with my move to the UVA in 2018. The ongoing controversies about how to remember former U.S. president Thomas Jefferson’s racism and slaveholding and the far-right violence in Charlottesville, including on the UVA campus, in August 2017 have made students at “Mr. Jefferson’s University” highly attuned to the presence of racist monuments in the landscape and to the place of slavery and white supremacy in American collective memory. The Rhodes Must Fall movement launched by students at the University of Cape Town in 2015 and the growing transnational ties between memory activists in South Africa, Europe, and the United States, as well as the mobilization of imperial nostalgia by conservatives on both sides of the Atlantic, presented both an opportunity and an obligation to help students situate local ‘memory wars’ in a broader, global context.

We began the course with a general introduction to monuments and museums as sites of contestation, and then opened each unit with a discussion of contemporary debates over the place of the British Empire in the Brexit movement, the role of Aboriginal art in Australian land law, the renovation of the Royal Africa Museum in Brussels, and French president Emmanuel Macron’s belated (and, it turns out, temporary) recognition of colonization in Algeria as a crime against...
humanity.99 We then returned to these questions at the end of the unit, after students had had a chance to learn more about the history in question. To allow them to apply what they had learned from these discussions, I replaced the final exam with a research project that asked students to investigate the history and contemporary significance of one object or site related to the history of European empire. The impressive work that resulted from this assignment made it clear that students had grasped what Michel-Rolph Trouillot terms the “inherent ambivalence of the word ‘history,’” invoking “both ‘what happened’ and ‘that which is said to have happened,’” as well as the politics and power relations inherent in the production of historical narratives. If they took nothing else from the course, this central understanding of the nature of history itself seems an invaluable, enduring lesson of studying colonialism. It may be, as Trouillot wrote, “less visible than gunfire, class property, or political crusades,” but it is “no less powerful.”100


100 *Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History* (Boston: Beacon, 1995), 2, xxiii.